
tropical coconut luxe

Gentle on your body, creating a 
rich and creamy lather. Leaving you 
moisturised and nourished.

Directions:
Get wet and smother. Rinse off 
feeling fresh and soothed.

with goats milk
cleanser

nourishYOU.

nourish: By Castle Chemicals | 16 Rural Drive Sandgate 2304  
02 4014 5555 | www.castlechem.com.au

biodegradable

Gentle all over, creating a rich and 
creamy lather. Leaving you moisturised 
and nourished.

Nourish is a cosmetically formulated gentle hand, 
hair and body cleanser, incorporating Goats Milk 
(Caprae Lac) known for its mild and gentle natural 
moisturising properties. Endowed with a smooth 
delicate Tropical Coconut fragrance.

Ideal for dry or sensitive skin, including delicate and 
mature applications, Nourish provides a luxurious 
lather and a gentle cleaning action to ensure the 
ultimate cleansing and revitalisation of the hands  
and body.

Nourish is a quality cosmetically formulated 
product for the discerning user, those looking for a 
luxury cleanser or having requirements for gentle 
or sensitive skin. Ideal for frequent hand or body 
washing of delicate skin types particularly Healthcare 
environments, or quality hospitality applications

with goats milk
cleanser
nourish.

tropical coconut luxe

hand, hair and body

hand, hair and body
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Nourish is supplied in: 
500ml dispenser bottle 20142-500
1L Pod for SOFTpod Dispenser 30218-1 
1L Bags for Joe-Go dispenser 21170-1.

Nourish is a creamy white slightly viscous gel, with a smooth Tropical Coconut Fragrance. 
Cosmetically formulated to be gentle and nourishing with luxurious lather and easy rinseability. 

Naturally pH balanced to match that of skin (5-6) Nourish is safe, non-flammable, fully 
biodegradable and hard water tolerant.

Advantages
Gentle Emollient
Replaces several products 
Nourishes and revitalises
Leaves skin smelling fresh  and clean

Benefits
Keeps hands and skin soft
Lower Inventory
Soothes and prevents dry skin
Well loved fragrance

Features
Contains Goats Milk  
Versatile Hand, Hair & Body cleanser 
Gentle for delicate skin
Smooth Tropical Coconut Fragrance

How to use:
Get wet and smother. 
Rinse off feeling fresh, soothed
and nourished.
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